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ABSTRACT
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope instrument include four guiding and wavefront sensing subsystems called corner
raft subsystems, in addition to the main science array of 189 4K x 4K CCDs. These four subsystems are placed at the
four corners of the instrumented field of view. Each wavefront/guiding subsystem comprises a pair of 4K x 4K guide
sensors, capable of producing 9 frames/second, and a pair of offset 2K x 4K wavefront curvature sensors from which the
images are read out at the cadence of the main camera system, providing 15 sec integrations. These four
guider/wavefront corner rafts are mechanically and electrically isolated from the science sensor rafts and can be installed
or removed independently from any other focal plane subsystem. We present the implementation of this LSST
subsystem detailing both hardware and software development and status.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 8.4 m LSST will be constructed on the El Penon peak on Cerro Pachon in northern Chile. Its three large telescope
mirrors will be actively controlled to minimize distortions. The telescope mount will be a compact, stiff structure
especially designed to reduce image motion. The LSST Camera, with three refractive lenses and a 9.6 square degree
field of view, will be the largest digital camera ever constructed. The LSST will take pairs of 15 second exposures of
each field, separated by a 2 second readout. Operational simulations demonstrate that the LSST can deliver a uniform
and deep 18,000 square degree survey with over 5.2 million exposures in ten years.
The Camera provides a 3.2 gigapixel flat focal plane array, tiled by 4K x 4K CCD sensors with 10 µm square pixels. The
sensors are deep depleted, back illuminated devices with a highly segmented architecture that enables the entire array to
be read out within the required 2 seconds. Detectors are grouped into rafts in 3 x 3 arrays, each containing its own
dedicated electronics boards supporting 1x3 sensors per boards. The rafts are mounted on a silicon carbide grid inside a
vacuum Cryostat, with an intricate thermal control system that maintains the CCDs at an operating temperature of 100ºC. The grid also contains four sets of guide sensors and wavefront sensors in “Corner Rafts” at the edge of the
camera field. The entrance window to the Cryostat is the refractive lens L3, the third of three such lenses in the Camera.
The other two lenses, L1 and L2, are mounted in an optics structure at the front of the Camera Body, which also contains
a mechanical shutter and a Carousel assembly that holds five large optical filters.
The conceptual design1 of the corner raft in the LSST camera relied on 2 CMOS sensors for guiding operations and a
split sensor design based on two 2k x 4k CCD sensors assembled in a monolithic package. As part of the design and
development effort, various trade-studies were completed to re-assess this conceptual design. The guide sensors
conceptual design was evaluated against a CCD solution based on the same 4kx4k sensor used for the science array, the
wavefront sensors conceptual design was evaluated against various arrangement providing intra and extra focal images,
and the electronics was updated to address the overall thermal design of the LSST camera in a manner compatible with
the science raft tower design.
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2. CORNER RAFT FUNCTIONALITY
2.1 Role of the corner raft in the LSST
The corner raft sub-system is contained inside the LSST Camera as it needs access to the focal plane, but has a role in
activities encompassing the entire operation of the telescope.
The corner raft sub-system is responsible for acquiring pixel data for the active optics system based on curvature
wavefront sensing2,3. To support this activity, the corner raft sub-system must acquire intra and extra focal images at 4
locations at the edges of the focal plane that will be used by the Telescope Control System to estimate the wavefront and,
through reconstruction, provide inputs to the active optics controller. Images are collected in parallel with the science
images and follow the corresponding exposure time and cadence (nominally 15 second exposure and 2 second readout
time).
The corner raft sub-system is also responsible for acquiring 8 small images centered on selected bright stars at a nominal
9Hz rate. These images are used to estimate the pointing variation during the exposure and provide input to the telescope
control tracking system.

2.2 Corner raft specifications
The corner raft specifications for the LSST are captured within a set of two interface documents between the LSST
telescope and the LSST camera. The guider system interface specifies the performances of the guide sensors as
described in Table 1 and reflects the preliminary design approach.
Table 1. Guide sensor specifications.

Key requirement
Pixel Size
Readout Noise
Integration time
Frame Rate
Window size
Sensor Flatness/z-axis tolerance
Number of Guide Sensors

Value
10 µm square pixels
9 e- rms
50 ms
9 Hz
50 x 50 pixels
+/-30 µm
8

The guide sensor specifications have been set to ensure that the servo loop jitter for point spread functions on the sky
better than 0.6 arc-sec FWHM will be less than 0.02 arc-sec FWHM. Based on the servo-loop implementation4, this
requirement can also be expressed as a single guide sensor rms centroid accuracy of 0.04arc-sec = 0.2 pixels with worst
case flux of 800e- (u-band)
The wavefront system interface specifies the performances of the wavefront sensors as described in Table 2.
Table 2. Wavefront sensor specifications.

Key requirement
Pixel Size
Readout Noise
Intra/Extra focal sensor separation
Integration time
Readout Time
Sensor Flatness

Value
10 µm square pixels
10 e- rms
4 mm +/-0.1 mm
15 s
2s
+/-15 µm

The current specification requires flexibility to adjust the intra to extra focal separation up to 4.8mm from the nominal
4mm separation. This will be set at the time of final assembly based on final analysis and tests.
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The wavefront sensor mechanical alignment is tied to the science sensor array best fit plane as it is a critical component
of wavefront correction. The details of the overall mechanical alignment requirements applicable to the corner raft are
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Corner raft sensor mechanical alignment and tolerance requirements.

3. CORNER RAFT GUIDE SENSORS
3.1 Guide sensors trade-study against the conceptual design
In order to reduce cost and complexity, a trade study was conducted to assess feasibility of using a science sensor CCD
for guide operation as a replacement for an expensive CMOS sensor. Besides the cost reduction, various advantages
were foreseen, mainly focusing on consistency of the readout electronics and scientific expertise tied to a single
technology.
The pin-CMOS solution selected during the conceptual design (H4RG5) is attractive because it provides a
straightforward means of reading out region-of-interest (ROI) windows due to its amplifier-per-pixel architecture and
flexible addressing modes. Pixels can be reset at any time providing the electronic shuttering. In addition, the device is
supported by a sophisticated control and data acquisition ASIC (SideCar6) offering compactness, low power, and full
digital output. The SideCar can operate at low temperatures and would be located in the corner raft tower near the
sensor. However, the H4RG sensor has several disadvantages compared to the proposed science sensor CCD: Read noise
is 2X -- 3X larger; Unable to bin pixels to tradeoff read noise and spatial resolution; Cost about 3X greater. In addition,
the use of pin-CMOS technology requires the development and support of a new precision package, a new front-end
electronics chain, the associated mechanical and thermal interfaces, and a separate complement of spares.
The LSST team assessed the ability to repeatedly and rapidly read an arbitrarily-located region of interest (ROI) window
and reviewed the impact of photon statistics, amplifier read noise and image smear in shutterless operation on centroid
noise. The structure of the LSST science CCD is illustrated in Figure 2. It is a full-frame 4K × 4K device with 10µm
pixels (0.2”/pixel) organized as 16 independent 2K × 0.5K segments, each with individual readout. The parallel
(vertical) and serial (horizontal) clocks are common to all segments. The parallel clock readout rate is limited by RC
time constants on the polysilicon parallel clock lines; the manufacturer estimates that the minimum parallel transfer time
to be 16 µsec. The time to read out a ROI window depends on the location of the window relative to the amplifiers. For
50x50 pixel guide windows, the time to read out a window will be between 7ms and 54ms depending on the window
position, which is compatible with a 50ms integration time at a 9Hz frame rate. Note that this readout time is dominated
by the time to execute the parallel row shifts needed to transfer the window charge to the serial register. The maximum
readout time can be reduced by requiring guide stars to be located within a restricted number of rows from the serial
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register, at the expense of reduced area. In addition to the read noise, an additional source of centroid error in CCDs is
image smear while the window is shifted to the readout amplifier and read out with open shutter. The guide window
“box” will accumulate additional photoelectrons due to photons (from sky, sources, or stray/scattered light) or cosmic
rays that are incident on pixels along the path taken by the guide window charge during its transport to the readout
register. Those pixels are a small fraction (never more than 0.2%) of the sensor area and so the probability of them
intercepting another bright source is low; in general the location of bright sources will be known in advance and the
guide star can be chosen to avoid these interfering sources. Flux from sources dimmer than the guide star could
contaminate the centroid. However, smeared charge from such sources is only integrated during the time the ROI
window is shifted across their PSF. For any given pixel in the ROI the time spent shifting across an interfering source to
the integration time is the parallel shift time divided by the integration time or 16µs/50ms = 3.2×10-4. Hence, the
amount of smeared, structured charge that could interfere with the centroid estimate will be negligible

LSST 4K x K science sensor
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Figure 2. The LSST CCD sensor structure.

The trade-study concluded that the 4K x 4K LSST science CCD with its 16-fold segmented readout structure can be
operated as a guide sensor without degradation of centroid error performance. The loss of integration time resulting from
the need to shift the guide window to the readout register is compensated by the CCD’s superior read noise and ability to
bin pixels compared to the H2RG CMOS hybrid sensor. Additionally, The CCD has higher QE, when compared to the
CMOS, at both ends of the spectrum, which increases the worst case flux by 1.73 times. From this study, the LSST team
adopted the use of science sensor CCDs as guide sensors.
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3.2 CCD Guide sensor performance verification
In order to demonstrate the capability to meet the guide sensor requirement using the preliminary design, the LSST
corner raft team has conducted some centroid noise measurement on an actual LSST prototype CCD from E2V. A spot
projector was tightly focused on the center of segment 6 of a CCD250 device at two intensity levels covering 320ADU
and 7100ADU (gain of 4.2e-/ADU) on the readout controller. The acquisition was performed using a Reflex controller
with a frame rate of 9.2Hz and a guide window of 64x64 pixels. The Parallel line transfer was accomplished in ~11µs
with 5ohm driver series resistance. Statistics were collected across 1000 frames with the specified 50ms integration time.
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Figure 3. 1000 frames taken at 50ms Tint, 9.2Hz rate, and 2 intensities. The centroid position versus frame number is plotted
on the left against frame numbers and the overall centroid dispersion histogram is plotted on the right. The requirement of
0.2 pixel FWHM is easily met.
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3.3 Guide sensor design

Two guide sensors are located in each of the 4 corner rafts (total of 8 guide sensors – see Figure 4). The baseline design
for guiders uses 4K x 4K LSST science CCD sensors with 10 micron pixels. The CCD sensors are deep-depletion, backilluminated devices with a highly segmented architecture. The readout electronics are mounted on a custom printed
circuit board and housed inside a metal enclosure for EMI shielding and heat transfer to the cold plate. A pair of flat flex
cables (identical to those used connectivity in the science CCD array) mates to circuitry on the back-side of the CCD
sensor package, and terminates in an 85-pin Nano-connector for connection to the readout electronics board.
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Figure 4. The LSST focal plane layout and Guide sensor assembly preliminary design
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4. CORNER RAFT WAVEFRONT SENSORS
4.1 Wavefront sensors trade-study against the conceptual design
In order to reduce cost and complexity inferred by the conceptual design an extensive trade study was conducted to find
any attractive alternative to the wavefront sensor implementation while maintaining the generation of appropriate intra
and extra focal images. The following alternatives, ordered in increasing benefits, were compiled:
•

Pistoning wavefront sensor for intra/extra focal images: it was assessed that wavefront reconstruction
performance could be increased as the same star could be used for the intra and extra focal image. However this
approach added extra complexity and risk due to the need for moving components.

•

Tilted wavefront sensor for intra/extra focal images: A tilted 4k x 4k sensor was assessed as simplifying the
sensor design. However, the tilt resulted in complex algorithm for re-construction as well as a reduction in
performance beyond acceptable levels.

•

Add optical elements over half of a 4k x 4k sensor to produce intra/extra focal images: various methods to
generate the change in optical path for one half of the sensor were compiled, including a bi-refringent crystal,
flat glass or dispersive hologram. However, the fast converging beam for the LSST (1.2 f#) produces significant
aberration for those systems.

•

One science sensor used for intra/extra focal image, wavefront sensor location used for the other one: this
approach consisted of trading one science raft sensor adjacent to the corner raft to provide one of the intra/extra
focal images. This sensor, being out of focus, cannot provide images useful for science and results in a 2.2%
reduction in actual coverage. This was deemed too significant to be acceptable.

•

Use the guide sensors for the two intra/extra wavefront sensors and the wavefront sensor for a single guide
sensor (swap guide and wavefront sensor reserved area on the corner raft sub-system): This method implies that
only one guide sensor is used in each corner and increases the guider centroid noise by the square root of two.
In addition, the location of the two proposed wavefront sensors located at the edge of the field experiences
vignetting beyond acceptable levels for more than 70% of the area. Additionally, the two sensors are not next to
each other causing unacceptable issues with the wavefront reconstruction algorithm.

•

Two 2Kx4K Sensors on different package: this approach was based on attempting to simplify the complex
monolithic package of two 2k x 4k CCD sensors. The assembly of the package is to be done at the raft
baseplate level simplifying the overall design. The need for required additional mounting hardware necessary to
support two separate sensors has been analyzed and can be supported by a step plate. Additionally the need to
have a late, one time separation distance adjustment can be also supported.

4.2 Wavefront sensor design
The LSST requires four wavefront sensors located in the corner rafts at the periphery of the focal plane (see Figure 4). A
depiction of the wavefront sensor concept is shown in Figure 5. Two 2K x 4K segmented CCDs packages will be
mounted on a “step plate” and offset relative to the science focal plane to produce intra and extra focal images. An offset
of roughly +/- 2mm from the science focal plane is anticipated. Wavefront sensor CCDs will share the layout and
processing of the science sensors, and have similar performance as science CCDs regarding quantum efficiency, point
spread function, read noise, and readout speed. Detailed mechanical specifications such as fill factor, flatness,
parallelism of the intra and extra focal sections, and temperature sensing will be validated by laboratory measurements.
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Two packaged 2Kx4K CCDs with
2x 4mm dia. alignment pins per sensor

Thermally conductive "step plate"

3x M3 Low Profile Socket Cap Screws per sensor

3x Alignment Studs with M3 threads

Figure 5. Wavefront sensor assembly preliminary design

5. CORNER RAFT MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
5.1 Raft Design
Each sensor package will be mounted to the corner raft structure by means of 3 threaded stud/pin legs, Belleville
washers and locking nuts. Removable, thermally-conductive spacer/shims that can be adjusted will be used to set the
height of the sensor surfaces above the corner raft. Identical corner rafts will be mounted in four corner locations on the
grid structure (which also supports the science rafts) by means of an adjustable 3-point ball-and-vee kinematic mount
design. The design for this mount system is shown in Figure 6.

Guide sensor

77

Corner Raft

Grid w/ fixed ceramic balls
Figure 6. Side view of sensor-to-corner raft-to-grid mounting scheme
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Wavefront
sensor

The back side of the corner raft features three radially-arrayed vees ground into the raft material. The vees uniquely
define the position of the corner raft with respect to silicon-nitride ceramic balls that are fixed in cups mounted on the
grid. This forms a kinematic connection that isolates the corner (and science) rafts from grid distortion due to external
dynamic and transient loads, assembly tolerances, and to the expected thermal motions due to differential contraction
during cooling. The corner rafts are held in position by springs that pre-load the corner rafts against their kinematic
coupling to the grid, producing a uniform, invariant loading. The deflection of grid and corner raft due to the spring
loading is compensated for during initial integration, and remains unchanged in operation, independent of camera
orientation and temperature.
The grid, science rafts, and corner rafts will be manufactured from a silicon-carbide ceramic matrix composite. This
material is used for lightweight and stable space-borne structures, including focal planes, optical benches, and mirrors.
The high modulus, high thermal conductivity, near-zero expansion coefficient and improved fracture toughness of the
ECM CeSiC® material makes it ideal for the grid, science raft, and corner raft structures. A closed-loop thermal control
system will be used to adjust the temperature of the corner rafts instrumented with temperature sensors and make-up
heaters, thereby maintaining a suitable and stable operating temperature for the sensors.
5.2 Tower Design
The LSST Camera cryostat contains four sets of guide sensors and wavefront sensors in corner rafts at the edge of the
camera field (see Figure 4). Each Corner Raft sub-system contains one wavefront sensor and two guide sensors and
dedicated front end electronics. The mechanical and thermal design of the corner rafts is as similar as possible to the
science rafts.
The grid supports as little mass as possible—only the sensor rafts and their supports—to reduce gravity induced
deflections. The tower is supported by a neighboring cryogenically-cooled “Cryoplate” at about -130C temperature.
Each corner raft is thermally connected, but structurally decoupled from the tower by use of braided copper thermal
straps to remove the electrical and radiant heat load from each Corner Raft and conduct it back to the cryoplate.
Front-end electronics for operating the wavefront and guide sensors are packaged within the volume behind the corner
raft (similar to the science raft configuration) in the tower. Electrical connections between sensors and front-end
electronics boards are made by flat flex circuit cables. The electronics boards are thermally connected to the cold plate at
about -40C by thermally conductive straps. Details of the preliminary design for corner raft/towers for the LSST camera
are shown in Figure 7.

Single -width Board
for WFS
(WREB)

Double -width
Board
for guide sensors
(GREB)

Figure 7. Corner raft tower design.
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5.3 Electronics Design
The corner raft tower electronics provides all CCD biasing and clock signals, CCD signal amplification and low noise
analog signal processing, digitization, data collection, and transmission of image and metadata to the DAQ. The corner
raft tower electronics also has the responsibility for monitoring and reporting a variety of metadata such as supply
voltages and currents, precision temperature measurements, and operating raft heaters to maintain the focal plane
temperature. In addition, a significant ability to diagnose problems in situ will be part of the design. The video data from
the CCDs will be transmitted via two high speed serial links (one for both guide sensors, one for the wavefront sensor) to
the DAQ system. Analog to the dual functionality of the corner raft, namely guiding and wavefront sensing the
electronic is partitioned into 2 PCBs: one for the operation of the two guide sensors at high frame rates with a total of 32
analog channels (GREB for Guide Raft Electrics Board) and one for the operation of the wavefront sensor with 16
channels (WREB for Wavefront Raft Electrics Board). The two different CCD types (for guide sensor and wavefront
sensor) will be very similar in terms of segmentation and readout and therefore will be interchangeable with respect to
the electronic. Therefore it is foreseen to utilize the same basic electronic block for both PCB types. Still, some
optimization for the specific functionality will be implemented, especially to support the fast shift and region of interest
readout for the guide sensors. The CCDs will be connected to the readout boards via polyimide flex leads. Length and
layout of this connection is critical for noise and crosstalk performance.
Table 3.Corner raft tower readout electronics specifications.

Key requirement
Number of video channels
Readout noise contribution
Maximum signal level
Digitization
Channel to channel crosstalk
Readout size
Integration time
Readout time
Operational power

GREB

WREB

32
< 3.65e- rms
180ke18bit
< 0.002
50x50 pixel ROI
> 50ms
< 61 ms
17.5W

16
< 3.65e- rms
180ke18bit
< 0.002
full frame
15s
2s
9.5W

The high channel density video chain utilizes two types of application specific integrated circuits (ASIC): one for CCD
biasing and clocking (CABAC7) and one for analog signal processing (ASPIC8). For the operation of a single CCD with
16 video channels two CABAC and two ASPIC chips are needed. The ASICs used are packaged in QFN-100 packages.
The CABAC (Clock and Bias ASIC for CCDs) is an ASIC realized in a specialized high voltage CMOS process, AMS
0.35um HV CMOS process (H35BAD3), which will provide the clock signals and most of the bias voltages for the CCD
sensors. Each chip will provide high drive capability clock signals, three low current bias voltages, two high current
programmable voltage sources for the CCD output drains, and an analog multiplexer to provide diagnostic and
environmental feedback. The CABAC is programmed via a simple SPI serial protocol. The digital CCD clocks signals
are provided via LVDS to the CABAC while the upper and lower clock rail voltages are delivered by regulators on the
PCB,
The ASPIC (Analog Signal Processing ASIC) refers to the CCD Analogue Signal Processing Integrated Circuit
implemented in the AMS 0.35um CMOS process. Its purpose is to amplify and filter the video signal coming from the
CCD’s in order to optimize the signal to noise ratio before digitization. The filtered analog signals are provided via
differential output to the ADC drivers on the PCB. The ASPIC contains 8 video channels per chip and therefore two
ASPIC chips are needed to read out one 16 channel CCD. The ASPIC implements video signal processing based on the
dual slope integrator (DSI) scheme. Dual slope integrator processing combines correlated double sampling with CCD
signal integration.
This allows adding both system benefits. Correlated double sampling, eliminating reset noise, removes kT/C and 1/f
noise while integration removes thermal noise. This scheme allows adding both system benefits and is performed by
integrating first the CCD reference signal just after reset and then integrating the charge signal with opposite polarity
(see Figure 8). The difference of these two integrations (with exactly the same integration time) provides the CCD signal
with the kT/C and 1/f noise contributions filtered.
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CCD Reset

CCD Output

ASPIC Reset

ADC Sampling
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Differential
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;Integration Time
Tint
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Figure 8. Dual slope integration scheme sequence.

The CCD will be AC coupled to the ASPIC through an external capacitance. A large clamp switch has been integrated to
perform a DC level restore regularly. The biasing of the 16 CCD source follower outputs is implemented by discrete low
noise JFET current sources
The output of the ASPIC is sent as a differential analog signal to a commercial differential buffer and 18-bit ADC for
digitization. The ADC is rated for 1 MS/s but will be operated at the LSST pixel rate of about 500 kpixels/s. This pixel
data from the single channel ADCs is fed as individual serial streams directly into the FPGA where the firmware
combines the pixel data into packets to be sent out via the high speed serial link to the DAQ hardware in the Observatory
Control Room. At the same time, sequencer logic in the FPGA firmware provides direct control of the timing of all the
circuitry involved in the video chain: parallel and serial CCD clocks, clamps, resets, ramp up and down for the DSI
scheme in the ASPIC and the A/D conversion timing – all based upon a common 100 MHz clock distributed from the
DAQ hardware to each read out PCB of the LSST focal plane. The board also houses a number of regulators, DACs and
power Op-amps to generate all fixed and programmable voltages required for all components on the PCB. In addition to
the video chain there are numerous housekeeping and support tasks the WREB and GREB provide such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

hardware serial number
monitor all temperature sensors, which are distributed on the REB, in the CCD sensor packages and integrated
into the ASICs
prepare meta-data packets for transmission to the DAQ.
control and power the raft heaters
dual 100 MS/s ADCs to look at any two signals available in any CABAC on the board – for instance to
compare and tune timing of two serial clock edges
protection circuitry for the CCD and hardware encoded power up sequencing

6. CONCLUSION
The mechanical and electrical design described here for the corner raft has been improved from the earlier conceptual
design, is compatible with the physical constraints imposed by the LSST camera structure, and meets the performance
requirements for both wavefront reconstruction and guiding. Using a consistent CCD sensor technology for both guider
and wavefront sensors is providing significant cost reduction as well as a reduction in technical complexity by allowing
the readout electronics to be based on the same custom integrated circuits. The LSST corner raft team has demonstrated
through early testing that this approach will indeed satisfy all performance and functional requirements.
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